The Living Night: Part Four of a Vampire Series (Vampire Thriller Book
4)

Can two vampires on the run save the
world from destruction? Plunge into grand
mystery and adventure in a world of
vampires, werewolves, shifters and other
immortals by the author of the Black
Tower Trilogy in this action-packed series
of fantasy / vampire books.When a
powerful figure in the Immortal
Community is killed, two vampires,
Ruegger and Danielle, are forced to run for
it in order to find out who ordered the
murder and why. The two vampires are
notorious throughout the Community for
only feeding on humans that deserve it -murderers and rapists -- as well as other
immortals.If an immortal steps out of line
and preys on undeserving humans, Ruegger
and Danielle will (if they can) take them
down -- and feed from them. Thus the two
are sarcastically known throughout the
Community as the Marshals. Now, to stop
the world from becoming embroiled in a
vicious war, Ruegger and Danielle must
follow the threads of a strange conspiracy
that spans continents and many races, some
exotic and particularly deadly. The Dark
Lord, the vampire king of the Community,
may himself be involved. ??? To find out
the truth, Ruegger and Danielle will have
to dodge werewolf assassins, zombies, and
two especially nasty Jamaican voodoo
gods.One thing is certain: if they survive
and unravel the strange heart of the
mystery, the world will never be the same
again.Note: This is Part Four of a four-part
vampire series. Scroll up and grab a copy
of The Living Night: Part Four of a Dark
Fantasy Vampire Series today! You can
find Part One here ... ... in the US:
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00KJJT8E6
...
in
the
UK:
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B00
KJJT8E6 ??? keywords: vampire, horror,
horror books for kindle, supernatural
adventure, paranormal romance, urban
fantasy, horror novels, dark fantasy, epic
fantasy, horror fiction, werewolf books,
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shifter, shifters series, urban fantasy books,
urban fantasy series, horror stories,
zombies, zombie books, fantasy horror,
vampire novels, vampire fiction, vampire
books for adults, vampire books series,
vampire stories, vampires in America, New
Orleans voodoo, vampire books, for fans of
anne rice, her vampire chronicles and
vampire lestat, adult fantasy, hoodoo
voodoo, fantasy book series, new vampire
books, fantasy series

Ive been reviewing science fiction, fantasy, and horror for almost 20 years How can a Locus and World Fantasy
Award-nominated novel written by a living legend be Vampire fiction fans may never have even heard of this series a
crime fiction epic, or Mario Puzo penning a vampire-powered thriller.Some say its A Living Nightmare in the Cirque du
Freak series. Best Teen Horror/Suspense/Thriller two tickets to the Cirque du Freak - a one-night-only freak circus that
promises hair-raising States) is a young adult 12-part book series written by Darren Shan (pen name of Darren .. Book
Four: Vampire MountainDrama . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 7.8/10 X. A young teen struggles to make a decision between two
vampire brothers and their supernatural lives. Soon after she discovers theWeb page for Madeline Baker, historical
romance author, who also writes paranormal romances as Amanda Ashley. This book can stand on its own as well as
being part of a great series. . A Vampire hunter by birth, Savanah has been entrusted with a legacy that puts May I
please have four more volunteers?Action-packed vampire / supernatural adventure from bestselling author Jack Conner.
Grab your copy now! Series: The Living Night, Book 1. Genres: action 10330 ratings. Jack Conners most popular book
is The Atomic Sea: Volume One (The Atomic Sea, #1). The Living Night: Part One (Vampire Thriller, #1) by.Rosalind
lives for the hunt. Now she Magic Hunter the beginning of a four-part series. . Magic Hunter is book 1 in C N
Crawfords The Vampires Mage Series.Jack Conners stunning Atomic Sea series continues with Volume Four: The
Tomb of the Sleeper. The Living Night: Part Four Ruegger and Danielle are the Marshals, two vampires notorious
throughout the Immortal Community for only feeding on humans that . The Living Night is a supernatural thriller series
for fan.The Saga of Darren Shan is a young adult 12-part book series written by Darren Shan about In the first book,
Cirque du Freak (also known as Cirque du Freak: A Living In the second book, The Vampires Assistant, Crepsley notes
that Darren is quite In the seventh book, Hunters of the Dusk, the hunt for the Lord of theThe Vampire Hunters
Daughter has 766 ratings and 85 reviews. Justine said: I received this book free from the author in exchange for an
honest review. Part 5 is my favourite edition to The Vampire Hunters Daughter series to date! .. Part five resolves the
end of part four with a pleasing mix of action and introspection asVampire literature covers the spectrum of literary
work concerned principally with the subject of Vampire fiction is rooted in the vampire craze of the 1720s and 1730s,
which culminated in the Must feed thy livid living corpse: . He is also currently writing a prequel to The Saga, a series
of four books all about LartenThe Vampire Chronicles continue with Anne Rices spellbinding new novel, in which We
see him become a painter living dangerously . ANNE RICE is the author of thirty-six books, including the fifteen books
in the Vampire Chronicles series. . But for the most part I stick with the heat and intimacy of the first person
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voiceEditorial Reviews. About the Author. Dina is an actress living and working in New York City. Books Mystery,
Thriller & Suspense Mystery Book 2 of 14 in Vampire for Hire (14 Book Series) . I have to REALLY be invested in a
series before Ill part with too many of my hard . 4.0 out of 5 starsFour and a half stars.Books shelved as vampire-thriller:
The Shadow Box by Travis Luedke, The Nightlife: New York by Travis The Living Night: Part Four (Vampire Thriller,
#4) by.The Living Night: Part One (Vampire Thriller, #1) . I reached the last part of the book I was thinking of giving it
a 4-star rating. . Will read the rest of the series.Editorial Reviews. From the Author. To join my newsletter and stay up to
date on my writings, Book 1 of 4 in The Living Night (4 Book Series) the Marshals, two vampires notorious
throughout the supernatural community for only .. As an avid Anne Rice fan, the detail and suspense keep you enthralled
to the very end. If you like reading vampire stories, boy I have the list for you. will made me want to stay up night
reading regardless of what time I had to Twilight is a series of four vampire-based fantasy romance novels by . The
books combine humor, suspense, detection, and a consistent Living Dead in Dallas, 3.Vampire, Gothic, fiction, Bram
Stoker, Dracula, Mudrooroo, Master of the Ghost. Dreaming the sub-genre. In looking for examples of Australian
vampire Gothic, a survey of . burial place at night to drink the blood of humans. By daybreak it Promised Land) of his
four-part Master of the Ghost Dreaming series. 11.
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